


Managing lights in big projects and mass buildings is not easy. 
With a wide range of variable light voltages, it is important to 
have reliable and cohesive technology. The newly designed 
Industrial Dimmer by TIS helps to control electronic lamps and 
LEDs.

It is important to be aware of our energy consumption 
as we enjoy our smart technologies. It is wise to make 
sure our children have the opportunity to live a far 
more exciting life.

TIS digital experts try to engineer devices 
that provide the best performance with the 
least amount of energy consumption. Most 
TIS products are equipped with our Energy 
Meter, an electrical piece that measures and 
reports the energy consumption on a daily, 
monthly, and annual basis.



It is a single-phase power meter that calculates how 
much KW/H is consumed in your location. Other 
electricity parameters, such as current amps, voltage, 
and active power, are also measured. It also shows 
electricity expenses based on this data.

The built-in battery and its 4 timing segments enable the Energy 
Meter to record total energy consumption over 12 months.



The Energy Meter is more than just a normal meter for recording 
information; it is an integrated part of home automation 
that can be set to alert you if there is excessive usage. 

If monthly consumption, for example, reaches or passes the 
standard tier’s maximum limit (overusage is shown by red axis), 

the Energy Meter notifies you and lets you know it’s time 
to save more energy. The Energy Meter is a pioneer in 

energy savings; if programmed to do so, it will turn off 
some lights or the AC when overusage is identified.



The Energy Meter can play an important role in a 
smart city. Along with each house, office, or shop 
having an exact report of its energy consumption, 
each city’s Department of Energy can have online 
access to this data through TIS Smart City software 
to better manage energy costs and distribution.

TIS smart products are designed to deliver desired 
performance in an energy-efficient way. We believe 
that together we can step toward a greener planet. 

Here’s to us and to our children.






